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Redesigned with a new cover and additional content, this Peter Rabbit baby book updates the

original favorite. Each page records the story of that special and unforgettable first year of a

babyâ€™s life, featuring spaces for parents to record landmark eventsâ€”from the first smile to the

first party. A special pocket at the back helps to store precious keepsakes to be kept and cherished

for a lifetime.
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Beatrix Potter loved the countryside and spent much of her childhood drawing and studying

animals. The Tale of Peter RabbitÂ¸ published in 1902, was her first book, expanded from an

illustrated letter she had sent to a young friend. Beatrix Potter went on to publish more than 20 tales

and collections of rhymes.

This is the most beautiful baby book I have ever seen. I was nervous about ordering a baby book

without seeing it first, and my hopes and expectations have been exceeded! I'm a photographer,

and definitely plan on supplementing this book with more pages, but it is ABSOLUTELY perfect. I'm

an emotional mess from the pregnancy hormones, but looking through the pages at the memories

I'll be writing down for my first baby coupled with beautiful Potter characters I loved as a child

brought me to tears! Love it!



I had an earlier edition of this book for our first daughter, so I was pleased to find this one for our

second daughter. I love the charming, timeless illustrations. It includes pages for all of the important

things a baby book should. The back pocket is a nice place to put cards, hospital bracelets, etc.

I had another Peter Rabbit themed book one for my 1st child and wanted something similar for my

second so this was my only choice online. It isn't as detailed as the the other version. This is more

simple and less information "required" to fill in. This isn't a vibrant and excessively cute book like

others that you can find, but I was expecting that when I purchased it since the Peter Rabbit

character isn't like that. I find it ok.

Very cute gender-neutral baby book, with gorgeous illustrations by Beatrix Potter throughout.

Ultimately I went with a different book, because I wanted more room to detail monthly milestones.

This book fits 3 months on each page. That was not enough room for me! But it was great quality

and might work perfectly for many new parents.

I am in love with this book at first glance! When I touched it, I knew I was going to buy it regardless

of a price. The cover is so nice to a touch, not glossy but sleek. Such as a kind of surface should be

dirt-resistant I believe. White and baby yellow is so elegant and unisex. The book inside was

amazing! I love Beatrix Potter's drawings! Very pretty in pastel baby colors. I am happy that this

beautiful book has inside everything I want to remember about my baby (standard set of

details:weight, height, first tooth, ..) and a plenty of space to write my memories and put some cute

baby's pictures. Very satisfied!

Very limited. I'm returning it. Does not have a month to month milestones for the first year. A lot of

things I found unnecessary and nothing of the things I'd like to record

So beautiful and thoughtful. The colors are so deep and the pictures are SO sweet. I absolutely love

this baby book. It has just the right amount of pages, and I especially love the family tree pages. It

has a little pocket in the back of the book where you can slide a copy of your birth announcement or

baby's arm band. I think this book is perfect for sentimentals like me!This baby book asks some

important questions as well as some unimportant but cute little details. It doesn't go waaaay

overboard like some books, expecting you to document each and every meal that someone cooked

for you while you were on maternity leave. It also doesn't ask dumb questions or leave space for 10



million photos. It has a few places for photos, but doesn't set out to be a photo album. I think its the

perfect mix of documentation, sentimentality, and photo memory making. All in all, I would highly

recommend this book. It's perfect for my baby!

great baby book. lots of details, spots for photos etc. Made out of quality paper with a slightly

padded cover. Cute illustrations.
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